ADVENTURE
Three cracked nuts,

And sent down echoes beyond the trees

One dark night,

Many a times we slipped and fell,

Trek down the slippery hills.

But I had my friends by me,

Along with the usual mix-

Who through did not bother to lift me up,

Of excitement and fear.

Through their laughter,

A single torch

Helped me laugh over my downfalls

Was our only source of light

Though it was difficult and frightening,

The steepness heightened our fears;

And the lack of friction only added to our tears
But, the leeches were our worst foes,

Only sadness prevailed after it was done,

Because we knew it would take some time,
Before we got another adventure of this kind.

With their blood-sucking mouth’s
They bit deep into our flesh
For which we obviously screamed,
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ADVENTURE
When the world embraces you with the breeze
At this time you should not think of ease

Get ready in the crease
Because there is less time for your life to freeze

When you explore the world sprawl
You will not survive if you crawl

Go for a long haul
For your intimate lonely soul

Go through the snow with your ski
For the enjoyment you need not pay a fee

Fearless adventure is the key
So beyond the horizons, you see.
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ADVENTURE
An adventure, that’s how I see my life
Full of twists and turns, nothing certain

The vehicle, my body, swerves at every hairpin
But, somehow always manages to stick on
Then come the cliff-hangers, moments of uncertainty
One false move, costing my life, my destiny

The roads offer many destinations, many choices
But it is I, who has to make them
It’s not just my life, it’s like everyone’s
Always an adventure, nothing certain

Although all are an adventure, there is a difference
The Adventure
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ADVENTURE
When life makes sure

You’ve got more work than possible
There’s always a witch lady

To give you a little more
To tackle this problem

I need to learn

Taking this as an adventure
And doing a little better than good
I slowly tackle the issue
And wrote this poem

To survive and to thrive

And to remove the cause

And I know I am done
With one of my tasks
But I also know that
I have a lot more.
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ADVENTURE
The only thing that comes
to my mind when I heard the word “adventure”,

is the trekking I did with my
friends and family.

A back pack we carry at the back,
And the leach bites on our legs
Is again a wonderful experience to take back.
And with all this came fun in little pegs.

Adventure is any experience you face danger with delight,
Pain and learning would come along the way.
Adventure is the one thing you should not push away.
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ADVENTURE
The story of my life goes far beyond
The depth of the five oceans
Filled with hurdles and cruisers.
Ructions and seditions.
Seeking for help in the journey of darkness,
Waiting for a hand in the trudge of loneliness.

Enchanted by the extravagant expression of love,
Crippled by the extreme extrusion of now.
Strengthening the salient ‘so called me’ and,
Adorning the sanguine Samaritan in me.
In the embodiment of struggle,
I question the infliction of life
For which the destiny lovingly replies that
“I am in the abode of adventure”.
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ADVENTURE
Jack was a boy.
Jack didn’t live by a beanstalk.

Jack never stole gold.
Jack was ordinary.
Then it happened.

Jack grew big black wings.
Jack’s eyes turned blood-red.
Jack’s skin turned pale.

Jack killed for money.
Jack domesticated exotic beasts.
Jack shot birds into castles.

Jack stole a temple idol.
Jack clashed royally.
Jack was a victim of VR.
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ADVENTURE
An adventure is something
About which we all dream,
A journey full of amusement,
A wondrous journey through,
It is our own life in which we live,
Day to day is our journey.
We should survive to enjoy,
And enjoy the adventure.
The road is long
But the sky is calling take my hand
And we'll go exploring
Until the day we die
This must be our adventure and
It’s after all our LIFE !
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ADVENTURE
I was floating in an abyss,
With nothing giving sight,

My actions were my lessons, they knew it already,

The world is a classroom, where lessons are gratis,
I was in the womb of nothingness,
It is for everyone, and everyone is for it.
Until I saw a searing light.
I could not bear it, so my eyes welled up,
I thus grew weary, and tired beyond expression,
Blinding light blinded me,
Due to my endeavors in my yonder life,
more than I could stand,
I shut my eyes, and embraced
I handled it, and then I knew,
my old friend – darkness,
This was not my last stand.
For I have finished
I then realized I had to learn to learn,
the adventure of my life.
Watching, hearing, thinking, feeling,
I thus learned to exercise my mind,
And I grew up, learning more every time.
I grew, and thus started to teach the world,
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ADVENTURE
When I count the sands that says the time.
And look back at nature’s crime,
And to see the days sunk in hideous nights,
To recall the days with alien knights.

A warrior I was, merged with mother nature,
Leading the race was my clueless future,
Climbing a mountain under the shadows darkest
With death approaching my soul fastest.
Earth below, sky above and fear within,
My physical state worthless by my sin,
With my grip lost, down I fell,
The pain that transformed earth to hell.
My adventurous reign had come to an end.
Life was tough and began to descend.
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ADVENTURE
Adventure is nothing but everything,
A journey of amusement, fun and joy.
The adventurous journey gives the chill
Down the spine it gives a thrill.
The grit to look at the adversities
And say you are nothing short of illusion
Is the confidence built by the wondrous adventure,
If the right ounce is fed day by day.

Taking no chance to be non-adventurous
I chose the path of serving,
That I feel is the path of service to the Lord.
In the book of my life,
Oh Lord, give me the knowledge and spirit
To fill the pages with ‘Love’
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ADVENTURE
Palm trees are swaying Island style
Within the gentle trade winds blow
As pecans glide on salty air
The land where verdant grasses grow
Breather in sweet scent of rose
And let fine mist caress your face
Dive deep into aqua waters
Become enchanted with this place
And board on wild waves of surf side
Cast your cold and scares to the breeze
Sailing on sunset cruises
Take home warm memories.
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ADVENTURE
Life – an adventure by itself.
We learn to be brave, to believe,
to hope and to help.
Scenic path or path full of challenges
Choice of the road decides your destiny.
Take time, think and decide.
For once the choice is made
It can’t be undone so easily.
Finding yourself in the unknown land
At times or many times,
It is norm of life!
No it is the norm of adventure!
No life = No adventure
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ADVENTURE
Along an unknown path
Far away from the place I called home
Voices summon me in the distance
Forcing me to claim my destiny
A new me unfolds through the lessons learned
Under the strings of fate
It reaches to the light within me
I escaped the normal, the ordinary
I have reached the summit
I have conquered myself
Adventure would have hurt me
BUT
Monotony would have killed me.
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ADVENTURE
A little adventure
Will get your adrenaline going

What you see next
You’re often knowing.

Imagine a thick forest
Completely remote

Enjoy these few moments
Of the wind in your hair
Breath in and savour
The fresh breezy air
Any adventure. You’re free to choose
As long as it’s fun, you’ll never lose..

Or a great brimming river

Where you glide and float
It’s still an adventure
A random Sunday ride
No destination required

And neither a guide
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